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What does ‘being organized’ look like for you? 

 When you envision an organized person, what types of things are they 
doing to stay organized? 

 List 10+ behaviors that could help you achieve your aspiration to 
become organized. Then see how these behaviors fit with your ability 
and motivation. (Use grid below) 

 

Find your sweet spot for success 

 

Find your sweet spot of motivation and ability. A habit should be 
something you both can do and want to do. 

 

Define what you want to do 

Write down the new habit you want to form. This will help you clarify the 
action as well as help you see which part isn’t happening. 

“After I (a current habit), I will (new, tiny action).” This ties in the 
when and where you’ll do your new habit. End with a simple 
celebration. (“Good job!” “Yes!” Clap. Fist pump.) 
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Help that habit stick 

According to the James Clear, author of Atomic Habits,  

To create a habit, make it To break a habit, make it 
 Obvious   Invisible 
 Attractive  Unattractive 
 Easy   Difficult 
 Satisfying  Unsatisfying  

 

 

Get started with a few home organizing habits  

 If the next action for what you are doing will just take a minute or two 
more, do it right away. 

 Carry something closer to where it belongs each time you head 
toward another room. 

 Reset the room after you finish using it, so it is ready the next time 
you go in there. 

 When you get something new, get rid of a similar item. This keeps the 
number of items you own in balance.  

 

The wrong question is, “How long does it take to build a new habit?” The 
better question is “How many repetitions does it take to make a habit 

automatic?” 

 

Fantastic books on habits 

 Atomic Habits by James Clear 
 The Power of Habits by Charles Duhigg 
 Tiny Habits by BJ Fogg 
 Better than Before by Gretchen Rubin 


